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A multi-photon polymerization system has been designed based on a pulsed 

irradiation light source (diode-pumped solid state femtosecond laser Yb:KGW, 300 fs, 
1030 nm, 1-200 kHz) in combination with large working area and high precision 
linear motor driven stages (100×100×50 mm3). The system is intended for high re-
solution and throughput 3D micro- and nanofabrication and enables manufacturing 
the polymeric templates up to 1 cm2 areas with sub-micrometer resolution. These can 
be used for producing 3D artificial polymeric scaffolds to be applied for growing 
cells, specifically, in the tissue engineering. The bio-compatibility of different ac-
rylate, hybrid organic-inorganic and biodegradable polymeric materials is evaluated 
experimentally in vitro. Variously sized and shaped polymeric scaffolds of biocom-
patible photopolymers with intricate 3D geometry were successfully fabricated. 
Proliferation tests for adult rabbit myogenic stem cells have shown the applicability of 
artificial scaffolds in biomedicine practice. 

Keywords: femtosecond laser, micro- and nanofabrication, photopolymeri-
zation, expansion experiments, 3D nanolithography, artificial scaffolds, stem cells, 
regenerative medicine. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Laser micro- and nanofabrication technique of polymers via multi-photon 
polymerization (MPP) has grown significantly during the past decade [1]. The 
tightly focused femtosecond pulse induced photomodification reaction confined 
within a femtolitre volume corresponding to the vicinity of focus allows easy for-
mation of true 3D micro- and nanostructures directly from pre-programmed 
computer-aided design (CAD) models [2]. This structuring possibility sets off the 
MPP technique among other nanostructuring alternatives, such as UV [3], electron 
beam [4], nanoimprint lithographies [5], self-organization of nanoparticles [6], etc., 
and provides direct real 3D photostructuring. Comparing with other microstruc-
turing technologies, e.g. soft-lithography [7], µ-stereolithography [8], and ink-jet 
printing [9], it ensures higher spatial structuring resolution [10]. MPP-based di-
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versified applications have already arisen − micromechanics [11], microfluidics 
[12], photonics [13], microoptics [14] as well as biological applications [15]. 

Due to diseases or traumas the demand on tissues which could be trans-
planted into the patient is high [16]. At this point, studies are focused on producing 
artificial scaffolds which could act as skeletons for controllably growing stem cells 
forming artificial tissues [17]. Precise MPP technology satisfies the requirements 
of 3D structuring and bio-compatibility of the materials used [18]. Furthermore, 
proliferation and differentiation of stem cells can be controlled by changing che-
mical and mechanical properties of the original materials [19]. New approaches − 
the use of embryonic stem cells as a cell source and the novel design of 3D 
scaffolds − hold promise for the patients who need tissue repair and organ re-
placement [20]. 

Nowadays, complex-shaped polymeric matrices are designed for growing 
the primary stem cells with a controlled porosity, since every type of tissue has its 
individual optimal pore sizes for cells to grow [20]. In work [21] it was shown that 
the pore size of 5 μm is sufficient for neovascularization. In turn, it has been 
reported [22] that in chondrocyte culture a greater number of chondrocytes appear 
in spherical chondrocytic morphology and are more closely packed in a scaffold 
with 20 μm pore size against the one of 80 μm. At a bigger pore size, chondrocytes 
prefer to spread over the pore walls, since elongated morphology and cell-cell 
interaction is limited. For fibroblast ingrowth, the optimal pore size was found to 
be 20 μm [23]. However, a large pore size (up to 500 μm) was also successfully 
used for fibrovascular tissue ingrowth [24]. For adult mammalian skin, pore size 
range of 20-125 μm was found to be optimal [25]. The range of 135-633 μm was 
applied to engineer the adipose tissue [26]. The effect of pore size on the bone 
ingrowth provided by various scaffolds in the bone engineering covers 10-800 μm. 
Pore sizes of 200-400 μm were suggested to be the optimum, while those of 80-
100 μm considered as the minimum for bone ingrowth due to osteoconduction 
[27]. According to these authors the optimal pore size of the scaffolds depends on 
the mechanism of tissue regeneration; however, in the MPP technique the porosity 
of a constructed scaffold can be precisely controlled. 

The biodegradation as well as biostability of the scaffold is essential to 
match the rate of neotissue formation [28]. The MPP can be used both with bio-
degradable and biostable materials, depending on the target application. The MPP-
produced scaffolds have the required mechanical integrity and maintain the pre-
designed tissue structure; besides, the created scaffolds are proved to be non-cyto-
toxic and positively interacting with cells. What is more, the MPP-engineered scaf-
folds do not interfere with cell migration, growth, adhesion, and differentiation [29].  

Currently, novel technologies emerge that seem to meet the requirements for 
3D scaffold fabrication [15]. In particular, the direct laser writing is a very pro-
mising approach as the optical maskless lithography, which offers flexibility, ease 
of use, and cost effectiveness in R&D processing [30, 31]. This technique provides 
rapid patterning at sub-micron resolutions, compromising between performance 
and costs when working with feature sizes of about 200 nm or higher comparing 
with µ-stereolithography or electron beam writing [32-35]. As compared with 
alternative technologies, it offers unique 3D sculpting ability without any geometry 
features [17, 36]. The MPP is also attractive for easy scalability and flexibility at 
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structuring arbitrary textures in various biocompatible polymers [37, 38]. However, 
for application in the tissue engineering much effort still has to be applied both to 
improving the scaffold fabrication technology and to understanding the cell 
behaviour at a micro-scale in three dimensions [39]. 

In this paper, we present the results of our progress in applying the MPP 
system designed for fabrication of 3D scaffolds and in testing their biocompati-
bility in vitro using rabbit stem cells. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Photosensitive materials 

In the experiments, we used three different negative photopolymers: custom- 
made acrylate-based material AKRE [31, 38], hybrid organic-inorganic Zr con-
taining sol-gel material (ORganicaly MOdified SILica SZ2080, FORTH) [40, 41] 
and biodegradable PEG-DA-258 (PolyEthylenGlycol Di-Acrylate of M.w. = 258, 
Sigma-Aldrich GmbH) [42, 43]. The pre-polymers were photosensitized adding 
1-2 wt.% of thioxanthen-9-one, 2-benzyl-2-dimethylamino-1-(4-morpholinophe-
nyl)-butanone-1 photoinitiators or 4,4′-bis(dietilamino) benzophenone (Sigma-Aldrich 
GmbH). The chemical formulas of the used materials and applied developers are 
tabulated below. 
 

Table 1                   
                   Photosensitive pre-polymer materials 

Material Chemical formula Developer 

AKRE C18H21N3O9 Ethyl alcohol 
SZ2080 C4H12SiZrO2 Methyl isobutyl ketone 

PEG-DA-258 C8H10O4 Water 
 

Samples for fabrication were prepared by drop-casting the photopolymer on 
a glass substrate (microscope cover slides). After laser processing the samples were 
treated with the appropriate organic solvent in order to wash out the unexposed 
material. Light-exposed photopolymer undergoes polymerization and becomes 
insoluble in the developer, with the polymerized features sustained during the 
development process. In this way, free-standing structures on a glass substrate were 
obtained. To investigate the micro-structured scaffolds, scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) was applied. 

2.2. Multi-photon polymerization system using femtosecond laser 

Earlier, we constructed and tested a MPP fabrication setup for 3D micro- and 
nanostructuring of photopolymers over a large area [31, 38] (schematically shown 
in Fig. 1). As the irradiation source, a diode-pumped solid state amplified Yb:KGW 
fs laser system (Pharos, Light Conversion. Co. Ltd.) was used. The laser para-
meters are: tunable repetition rate 1-200 kHz, average power – 6 W, pulse duration 
− 300 fs, and central wavelength − 1030 nm. The expanded fs laser beam was 
guided through the objective, focusing laser beam into the volume of photo-
polymer. The sample was mounted on the XYZ wide range positioning stages. The 
positioning system consists of stages driven by linear motor (Aerotech, Inc.): XY - 
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ALS130-100, Z – ALS130-50. These stages ensure an overall travelling range of 
100 mm in the X- and Y-directions and 50 mm in the Z-direction, and maintain the 
translation speed up to 300 mm/s. Upon irradiation, the pre-polymer undergoes 
transition from liquid to solid (or from gel to solid), which results in a change in 
the refractive index. This makes it possible to use the wide-field transmission 
microscopy for monitoring the fabrication process in real time. The microscope 
was built by assembling its main components: a source of red light provided by 
LED, a CMOS (mvBlueFOX-M102G, Matrix Vision GmbH) camera, and a video 
screen. The ability to image photostructuring while performing MPP is an impor-
tant feature for the fabrication process to be successful. It is of utmost importance 
for the microstructures to adhere to the substrate to survive the step of washing the 
unsolidified resin on the same substrate. Overall equipment control is automated 
via the custom-made computer software 3DPoli (specially designed for the MPP 
applications). Due to the 3D-moving of the sample inside resin the position of laser 
focus is variable, so it is possible to write complex 3D structures. The structures 
can be imported from CAD files or programmed directly. This MPP system was 
tested for structuring in various photosensitive materials at large scale [31]. The 
ability to scale up and speed up the fabrication is ensured by changing the laser 
beam focusing objectives in the range from 100x NA = 1.4 to 8x NA = 0.2, 
reducing the resolution from 200 nm to 20 µm [38]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The MPP fabrication setup. Femtosecond beam is reflected by dichroic mirror and coupled  

to high NA microscope objective. The sample is fixed on PC-controlled XYZ stages. The LED 
provides illumination for CMOS camera to optically monitor the fabrication process online. 

According to Rayleigh’s model, the focal spot size is limited by the diffrac-
tion, and is expressed as 

NA
d λ22.1
= ;  (1) 

2
2
NA

nl λ
= ;  (2) 
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where  d and l  are the lateral and longitudinal dimensions of the diffraction-
limited spot;  

 λ  is the exposure wavelength;  
 NA  is the numerical aperture;  
 n  is the refractive index of sample material [44].  

It was observed that the resolution of the fabricated structures exceeds the 
diffraction limit when appropriate parameters are chosen (laser power P or 
scanning speed v corresponding to a shorter exposure at definite points) and can be 
defined using the following equations [45]: 
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here I  is the intensity in the vicinity of focus;  
t  is the exposure time;  
β  is the experimentally derived constant pertaining to the response of 

photosensitive material;  
τ and ν  are the laser pulse duration and repetition rate, respectively;  
Ith  is the intensity of polymerization threshold;  
zR  is Rayleigh’s range.  
The dependence of resolution on the focusing optics is depicted in Fig. 2. 

The minimal photopolymerized volume is called voxel (volumetric pixel). The 
voxel shape strongly relies on the objective numerical aperture. 
 

 

    (a)                                                        (b) 

Fig. 2. Voxel shape dependence on the focusing optics. The formed voxel has length/width ratio ~3 
for high NA (>1) objective (a) and up to 20 for low NA (<1) objective (b). 

The resolution can be varied in a wide range by changing the microscope 
objectives (focusing optics) as well as tuning the laser power and exposure time 
(sample translation speed). Table 2 shows possible resolution intervals corres-
ponding to the objective’s numerical aperture. 
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Table 2                  
MPP structuring lateral resolution using different microscope objectives    

M NA X, μm 

100x 1.4 0.2–0.5 
  40x  0.65 0.4–1 
  20x 0.5 0.7–2 
  10x  0.25 2.5–15 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Fabrication of 3D artificial scaffolds 

To fabricate 3D artificial scaffolds designed for the tissue engineering, 
AKRE and SZ2080 photosensitive materials (known for their good micro- and 
nanostructuring properties) were chosen. Additionally, a PEG-DA-258 photopoly-
mer was used as the biodegradable material.  

Fabrication procedure is shown in Fig. 3. The structure is obtained using the 
focused laser light inducing a localized monomer-to-polymer conversion. After-
wards, the unexposed material is washed out with developer revealing the 3D 
object on the substrate. 

 

 
Fig. 3. MPP fabrication steps of point-by-point photostructuring and development. 

An example of the rigid true 3D structure obtained is shown in Fig. 4. The 
scaffold could be directly produced from its CAD model (Fig. 4a). The real object 
(Fig. 4b) differs from its original model because of shrinkage during conversion 
from liquid to solid state, and the structure is deformed due to capillary forces 
during development. Such structures could be promising artificial scaffolds for cell 
proliferation in 3D, exhibiting high mechanical strength as they are made of spatial 
figures – 3D honey-comb structures with intentionally introduced gaps.  

 

 
Fig. 4. a) CAD model of porous 3D honeycomb scaffold; b) microstructure fabricated of hybrid 

organic-inorganic biocompatible polymer SZ2080. 
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The pore size of the scaffold has to be approximately twice as big as the size 
of a single cell; for mammals this would correspond to tens of micrometers [46]. 
Precise control of pore sizes, their homogeneity and interconnection is believed to 
be beneficial for cell proliferation [47]. Also, scaffold stiffness and biodegradability 
will depend on the inner architecture and the filling factor (Vmaterial /Vscaffold) [48].  

3.2 Growing stem cells on the polymeric scaffolds 

For the cell-based artificial tissue fabrication on the MPP engineered scaf-
folds the adult stem cells derived from rabbit muscle were used. Myogenic stem 
cells were isolated from skeletal muscle tissue and grown in Iscove’s modified 
Dulbecco minimum essential medium (Sigma-Aldrich GmbH) supplemented with 
10% fetal calf serum (Sigma-Aldrich GmbH) in multiple polystyrene tissue culture 
plates (Orange Scientific, Switzerland) [49, 50]. 

 

 
Fig.5. Rabbit adult stem cells extended on the SZ2080 scaffolds. Pore size is ~50 µm.  

DAPI-stained cells’ nuclei fluoresce in blue. 

Next, the primary adult myogenic stem cell line was used for constructing a 
cell-based artificial tissue on the MPP engineered scaffolds. Prior to introducing 
cells into the well containing a scaffold, they were stained with 10 µg/ml di-
amidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) − the classic blue fluorescent probe for viable cells 
that fluoresce brightly when bound to DNA. Therefore, DAPI-stained myogenic 
stem cells were cultured on the AKRE material or hybrid organic-inorganic 
SZ2080 and PEG-DA-258 MPP engineered scaffolds (Figs. 5-7). The cells were 
inoculated at a density of 60000 units per ml. After 72 h cultivation, the prolife-
ration of stem cells on the MPP scaffolds was assessed microscopically.   

 

 
Fig. 6. Fluorescence a) and confocal b) microscope images showing the blue stained cells attached  

to AKRE (polymeric material structured as a honey-comb grid).  
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            (a)                                                    (b) 

Fig. 7. The chain-mail structure made of intertwined rings as a flexible scaffold: SEM and 
fluorescence microscopy obtained images, a) and b), respectively. Pore size is ~27 µm.  

The arrows point to fluorescing cells nuclei (b). 

4. DISCUSSION 

For modern implants and cell-based artificial tissues it is important to 
engineer structures with characteristics that closely emulate nature. The advances 
in various fields of science enable and enforce the scientists to search for novel 
biocompatible materials with distinct properties and innovative design, which are 
necessary for engineering contemporary composite tissue with a purposeful orien-
tation towards anatomic structures. The MPP technique opens a way to manufactu-
re custom-shaped scaffolds with submicrometer resolution from variety biocompa-
tible materials which can be photocured. This approach is attractive for its un-
matched flexibility, relatively high throughput and easy-to-use automated system 
that enables direct “materialization” of CAD models in the object having spatial 
features of micro- or nanoscale. Our fabricated artificial 3D scaffolds are distin-
guished by complex architecture and can serve as templates for growing cells. The 
adult stem cells proliferation experiments have proved the photostructurable mat-
rials and MPP-produced structures to be promising for tissue engineering applica-
tions. Besides, it should be noted that by patterning the surface roughness at 
nanoscale, the hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of laser-processed polymers (as 
well as artificial scaffold structures produced from them) can be controllably tuned 
within a wide range [51, 52].   

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have constructed a multi-photon polymerization system based on diode-
pumped solid state Yb:KGW fs laser setup in combination with linear driven stages 
for routine high resolution and throughput 3D micro- and nanofabrication. The 
system was used for producing artificial 3D polymeric scaffolds mimicking native 
ones applied for stem cell growth. Polymeric scaffolds of biocompatible photo-
polymers up to 1 cm2 in lateral size and having sub-micrometer spatial feature 
resolution were successfully fabricated. Proliferation tests on myogenic stem cells 
taken from adult rabbits have shown artificial scaffolds to be applicable in 
biomedicine practice. However, further investigations into scaffolds’ biocompati-
bility and bio-degradability in vivo as well as into mechanical properties of the 
structures have to be done before the regenerative medicine puts these scaffolds 
into practice. Of promise would be to use them for making artificial pericardium in 
the experimental model of laboratory animals in near future. 
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AR LĀZERU IZGATAVOTIE MIKRO/NANO 3D POLIMĒRI  

PIELIETOŠANAI AUDU INŽENIERIJĀ  

P. Danilevičius, A. Žukauskas, G. Bičkauskaitė, V. Purlys, M. Rutkauskas, 
T. Gertus, D. Paipulas, J. Matukaitė, D. Baltriukienė, M. Malinauskas  

K o p s a v i l k u m s 

Šajā darbā mēs izveidojām un pielietojām multi-fotonu polimerizācijas 
sistēmu, kuras pamatā ir impulsa apstarošanas gaismas avots (diode-pumped solid 
state femtosecond laser Yb:KGW, 300 fs, 1030 nm, 100-200 kHz) kombinācijā  
ar lielu darba zonu un augstas precizitātes lineāro motoru vadāmiem posmiem 
(100×100×50 mm3). Šī sistēma ir paredzēta augstas izšķirtspējas un efektivitātes 
3D mikro-nanofabrikācijai un ļauj ražot polimēru paliktņus līdz 1 cm2 platībai ar 
sub-mikrometru izšķirtspēju. To var izmantot, lai ražotu 3D mākslīgo polimēru 
veidnes, kas pielietojamas šūnu izaugsmei audu inženierijā. Dažādu akrilātu, hib-
rīdu organisko-neorganisko un bio-sadalāmo polimēru materiālu bio-savietojamība 
tiek vērtēta eksperimentāli in vitro. Veiksmīgi tika izgatavotas visdažādāko izmēru 
un formu polimēru veidnes no bio-saderīgiem fotopolimēriem ar sarežģītu 3D ģeo-
metriju. Pieaugušo trušu miogeno cilmes šūnu proliferācijas testi parāda, ka māk-
slīgās veidnes ir piemērojamas biomedicīnas praksē. 
11.01.2011. 
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